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A comparative study of the resonant charge-transfer process of H− in front of plane-model Cu surfaces of
symmetries(111) and(100) is performed using a two-dimensional Crank-Nicholson wave-packet propagation
approach. Very different electron evolutions near the two surfaces are related to different structures of the
respective band gaps and allow for the visualization of electronic interaction mechanisms. It is shown that
electrons get localized near the Cu(111) surface due to the reflectivity imposed by the band gap. This enables
considerable recapture by the ion. In contrast, H− is neutralized more efficiently near Cu(100), for which the
surface state is embedded in the bulk valence band. Image states are found to be important intermediaries for
charge transfer at smaller ion-surface distances. As a consequence of all these effects, the dynamics of ion
neutralization near(111) and(100) surfaces vastly differ to yield quite dissimilar ion-survival probabilities. It
is found that while the ion-surface interaction time becomes important at normal incidence, for near-grazing
incidences, the point of closest approach to the surface is a crucial determinant of the ion survival.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of electron transfer and associated or-
bital hybridization processes during the interaction of a pro-
jectile atom or ion with a metal surface is of fundamental and
practical importance. The ensuing knowledge finds valuable
use in various applied fields of physics, such as the develop-
ment of ion sources, control of ion-wall interactions in fusion
plasma, surface chemistry and analysis, secondary-ion mass
spectroscopy, reactive ion etching, and semiconductor min-
iaturization via thin-film deposition[1,2].

In order to understand the effect of band structures on the
charge transfer near a metal surface, a diverse range of pro-
jectiles and target surfaces has been considered for experi-
mental studies within the past decade. This includes the Au-
ger neutralization of He+ under grazing incidences on a flat
Ag(111) surface[3], the transfer and tunneling dynamics of
Xe Rydberg atoms incident onto a Au(111) surface[4], the
nonresonant localized charge-exchange mechanism in H, O,
and F and their anions in front of a MgO(100) surface[5],
the effect of stepped structures on the Pt surface in its inter-
action with fast N6+ and N7+ ions [6], and the delocalization
of the so-called dangling-bond surface states in fast Li+ scat-
tering from covered Si surfaces[7].

Of basic interest in our work is the detailed and micro-
scopic description of the single-electron transfer leading to
either ionization or neutralization of a surface-scattered pro-
jectile. This process of resonant charge transfer(RCT) has
been the focus of a number of experimental studies[7–14]. It
has been observed[8,9], following a theoretical prediction
[15,16], that RCT in ion-surface interactions is strongly in-
fluenced by the projected band gap of the metal. This is
because the gap impedes the electron penetration normal to

the surface, which is the direction favored by RCT. On the
other hand, a variation in the crystallographic symmetry of
the surface can alter the substrate electronic structure signifi-
cantly while the band gap may still exist. This may consid-
erably influence the transfer dynamics. However, although a
study of Cu(111) is already published[16], no comparative
investigation has yet been made to examine the relative ef-
fect of the altering surface symmetry on the charge-transfer
dynamics with possible measurable consequences on re-
flected ion fractions.

The interaction of H− with Cu surfaces of symmetries
(111) and (100) is of interest for a number of reasons:(i) as
the ion approaches the surface, the affinity level of H− shifts
across and “explores” the band gap;(ii ) these surfaces serve
as prototype targets that, respectively,can andcannotlocal-
ize a surface state within the band gap; and(iii ) the image
states are structurally so dissimilar for these two surfaces that
they are capable of triggering very different decay patterns
during the neutralization of H−.

We carry out a theoretical investigation of H− ions im-
pinging on Cu(111) and Cu(100). Our calculation is based on
a two-dimensional model that limits the motion of the active
electron to the scattering plane of the projectile. Besides
quantifying the effect of surface reflectivity and associated
density of states on the electron transfer dynamics, we also
discuss the importance of image states at close ion-surface
distances—an aspect that has not been addressed before. Fur-
ther, the projectile’s distance of closest approach to the sur-
face is determined by the initial velocity of the ion normal to
the surface and the ion-surface repulsive interaction. The
projectile decelerates near the surface and the effective inter-
action time depends sensitively on the trajectory. In contrast
to previous work[16], where the influence of the ion-surface
interaction on the projectile motion was omitted by restrict-
ing the ion to move along a straight-line segment of the
incident trajectory, our calculations extend over the full tra-
jectory of the surface-scattered projectile.
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A fundamental aspect of the microscopic description of
RCT dynamics is the understanding of the formation of tran-
sient electronic states of adsorbates and how these excited
states couple to inelastic decay channels. For example, an
enhancement of the cross section for excited resonance for-
mation caused by the coupling of adsorbed molecular states
to the resonant image states of Ag(111) was predicted[17].
Also, it has been observed that the inelastic decay time of
photoexcited Cs adsorbed on Cu(111) s15±6 fsd [18,20] is
longer than that for Cu(100) s6±4 fsd [18]. A theoretical in-
terpretation of this result has already been given on the basis
of Cu-surface electronic structures[19]. Further, unusually
strong normal binding energies of Xe on Pd(111)
s320±10 meVd [21] and on Pt(111) s260±15 meVd [22]
have been found very recently and attributed to, respectively,
the unoccupied and partially occupied Shockley surface
state. In a different process, it has been speculated that the
so-called anticorrugation effects, which arise in the He scat-
tering off Ni(110) and Cu(110), are related to localized sur-
face states[23].

Theoretically, RCT has been addressed by employing sev-
eral nonperturbative methods, including single-center basis-
set expansion[24], complex coordinates rotation[25], two-
center expansion[26], multicenter expansion techniques
[27], and the direct numerical integration of the effective
single-electron Schrödinger equation by Crank-Nicholson
wave-packet propagation(CNP) [15,16,28]. Among these
methods, CNP[29] is the most flexible in the sense that it
can readily be applied to any parametrized effective potential
that may be used to represent the electronic structure of sub-
strate and projectile. In contrast to expansion methods, which
usually simplify the target to a free-electron(jellium) metal,
CNP allows for a significantly more detailed representation
of the substrate electronic structure, including the effect of
band gaps[8,15], surface states[16], and image states on the
RCT dynamics.

So far, the vast majority ofab initio charge-transfer stud-
ies for particle-surface scattering were restricted to one ac-
tive electron. For CNP calculations, in particular, the demand
on available computing resources increases rapidly with the
dimensionality of the model system, and many-electron ef-
fects have not yet been included from the outset. For this
reason, the appealing flexibility of CNP with regard to the
choice of parametrized electronic potentials is in part offset
by the exclusion of quantum statistical effects, such as the
Pauli principle.

In the following section, we detail the model potentials
and highlight some important aspects of our CNP methodol-
ogy. Section III presents a discussion of our results. We sum-
marize the results and make relevant remarks in the conclud-
ing section. Unless indicated otherwise we use atomic units.

II. ESSENTIAL THEORETICAL DETAILS

A. Potentials

We model the Cu(111) and Cu(100) surface by a one-
dimensional(1D) [in the coordinateszd along the surface
normal] semiempirical single-electron effective potential,

constructed from pseudopotential local density calculations
[31],

Vsurfszd = V1szd + V2szd + V3szd + V4szd, s1d

where

V1szd = A10 + A1cosS2p

as
zD, uzu , d/2, s2ad

V2szd = − A20 + A2cosfbsz− d/2dg, d/2 , uzu , z1,

s2bd

V3szd = A3expf− asz− z1dg, z1 , uzu , zim, s2cd

V4szd = 27.21 eV
expf− lsz− zimdg − 1

4sz− zimd
, zim , uzu.

s2dd

To find an optimum size of our grid for a good representation
of the bulk, surface, and vacuum, we proceed as follows. We
consider a Cu slab of 200 Cu atoms separated by the lattice
constant as [=3.940a0 for Cu(111) and =3.415a0 for
Cu(100)] with d in the above equations being the width of
the Cu slab, which is symmetric aboutz=0. Inside the bulk
region Vsurfszd is periodic [Eq. (2a)]. Across the metal-
surface interface,Vsurfszd transforms through Eqs.(2b) and
(2c) to a screened Coulomb potential, Eq.(2d), that goes
over to a pure hydrogenic form at large distances from the
surface on the vacuum side. Following Ref.[31], the set of
four independent parameters in Eq.(2) for both surfaces is

A10 seVd A1 seVd A2 seVd bsa0
−1d

Cu(111) −11.895 5.14 4.3279 2.9416

Cu(100) −11.480 6.10 3.7820 2.5390

The remaining six parameters are determined by enforcing
continuity of the logarithmic derivative of the potential ev-
erywhere in space. The parameterzim, which defines the im-
age plane position, is ±sd/2+2.106a0d for Cu(111) and
±sd/2+2.273a0d for Cu(100). Including a 200a0-wide
vacuum on either side of the slab, we diagonalize the poten-
tial with a grid spacing of 0.2 a.u. The diagonalization on
such a grid reproduces the projected band gap, surface-state
energy, and image-state energies known from first-principles
calculations and/or experimental data(an account of these
known results is given in Ref.[31]).

The potentials and the relevant wave functions and ener-
gies (relative to the vacuum) obtained are shown in Fig. 1.
Owing to two surface layers atz= ±d/2 of our slab, the
diagonalization yields wave functions of gerade and unger-
ade symmetry. We show in Fig. 1 the states appearing near
the surface plane atz=d/2. Cu(111) and Cu(100) exhibit
very different electronic structures. For Cu(111) [Fig. 1(a)], a
projected L-band gap exists betweenEt=−0.70 eV and
Eb=−5.93 eV. A surface state atEs=−5.33 eV occurs inside
this gap which indicates a strong surface localization by an
exponentially decaying oscillation into the bulk and very
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rapid decrease on the vacuum side. The first image state at
E1=−0.82 eV lies barely in the band gap while higher ones
are degenerate with the conduction band.

In contrast, the Cu(100) surface[Fig. 1(b)] has theX-band
gap bottom atEb=−3.16 eV, but the gap extends beyond the
vacuum energy. While no surface state occurs in the band
gap, a surface state is found degenerate with the valence
band. On the numerical grid considered here, the Cu(100)
effective potential can support five image states out of which
the energiessE1=−0.58 eV,E2=−0.18 eV,E3=−0.084 eVd
and the wave functions[Fig. 1(b)] of the first three states in
our diagonalization agree with Ref.[31]. The valence and
conduction bands of Cu(111) and Cu(100) are reproduced in
our diagonalization in terms of a large number of bound
(discretized) bulk states[32]

We construct a jellium potential to represent the ideal
free-electron surface, with the same long-range behavior of
Eq. (1), according to

Vjellszd = V0szd + V3szd + V4szd, s3d

where

V0szd =
A10

1 + A expfBsz− z1dg
, uzu , z1, s4d

is of the form given by Jenningset al. [33]; V3 andV4 are the
same as before[Eqs. (2c) and (2d)]. For consistency, we
chose the average of 11.895 eV[A10 for Cu(111)] and 11.480
eV [A10 for Cu(100)] to be the value ofA10 in our jellium
calculations. The parametersA and B are determined from

the requirement of continuity of the potential.
The H− ion is described by a spherically symmetric effec-

tive single-electron potential that models the interaction of
the active electron with a polarizable core[34]:

Usrd = − s1 + 1/rdexps− 2rd − sa/2r4dexps− b/r2d. s5d

In order to ensure good numerical accuracy for small radial
coordinates, we regularize this potential according to[16,35]

Vion =
gU

ÎmU2 + 1
. s6d

Here r denotes the distance from the hydrogen core, whose
polarizability a is 4.5a0

3. The parameterb is set to 2.547a0
2.

On a 3D gridsr =Îx2+y2+z2d ,m=0.1156 andg=1.107 yield
an electron affinity of 0.76 eV. To suit our reduced-
dimensionality calculations, we reparametrizedm and g for
the 2D sm=0.1417,g=0.3923d and 1D sm=0.1417,
g=0.0888d H− ions in order to ensure the same electron af-
finity.

B. Electronic propagation

We employ the CNP[28,29] of the initial free H− wave
functionfionsrWd over a 2D numerical grid in which the metal
continuum is approximated by free electronic motion in thex
direction, parallel to the surface. The time-dependent elec-
tronic wave functionFsrW ,td is a solution of the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation with Hamiltonian

FIG. 1. Surface potentials and local wave
functions for (a) Cu(111) and (b) Cu(100). The
parameterd is as in Eq.(2).
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H = H8 + Hfree, s7d

where

H8 = −
1

2

d2

dz2 + Vion + Vsurf, s8ad

Hfree= −
1

2

d2

dx2 . s8bd

Since the topmost layer of lattice points definesz=0, we set
d=0 in Eq. (2). For fixed ion-surface distancesD, the nu-
merical propagation over timet yields

FsrW,t + Dt;Dd = expf− iHsDdDtgFsrW,t;Dd, s9d

with the initial wave packetFsrW ,t=0;Dd=fionsrW ;Dd. The
time-evolution operator is approximated by the usual split-
operator technique as

exps− iHDtd < exps− iH freeDt/2dexps− iH8Dtd

3exps− iH freeDt/2d. s10d

The unitary and unconditionally stable Cayley scheme[29]
is used to evaluate the exponential operators in Eq.(10).

For sufficient numerical accuracy, we construct a grid
which includes 100 layers on the bulk(one-half the size of
the previously diagonalized symmetric slab) and extends to
z=200 on the vacuum side. We use the same grid spacing
Dz=0.2, as before. The grid extends fromx=−160 to
x=160 in the parallel direction withDx being equal to 0.3.
The operators are discretized over this grid using a three-
point differentiation formula and the Crank-Nicholson
scheme is applied by diagonalization of a tridiagonal matrix
in order to obtainFsrW ,td at every time step[29].

The ionic survival amplitude(autocorrelation) is thus cal-
culated as

Astd = kFsrW,tdufionsrWdl. s11d

The real part of the Fourier transform(FT) of this amplitude
yields the projected density of states(PDOS), which exhibits
resonance structures corresponding to various localized
states. The position, width[full width at half maximum
(FWHM)], and amplitude of these resonances provide, re-
spectively, the energy, lifetime, and population of the states.
The FT of Astd is performed by propagating over a period
long enough to ensure “complete neutralization.” In this con-
text, “long enough” means that the wave function is propa-
gated untilAstd becomes practically zero, implying a total
departure of the electron from the ion. For smallerD
sø10d, the ionization is relatively fast, requiring a propaga-
tion time ofø16 000. For largerD, however, proportionately
longer propagation times were needed. The resonance ener-
gies and widths are found converged for time stepsDt=0.1.

In order to avoid unphysical reflections of outgoing elec-
tron flux from grid boundaries and thereby imposing an
outgoing-wave behavior for the wave packet, we employ ab-
sorbers at the grid edges[30]. At each time step we multiply
the wave packet inside an absorber by a masking function of
the form exps−sur−r0unDtd, wherer is the coordinate, andr0

ands are, respectively, the starting edge and the strength of

the absorber. Moving into the bulk along −z, the wave packet
gradually spreads over available bulk states, which decay
freely in the parallel direction. Hence, a small amount of
electrons with a fairly large velocity, due to their steep de-
scent to the mean positionA10 of the corrugated potential,
can finally reach the grid edge. We used a cubicsn=3d ab-
sorber of a width of 15 ands=5310−4 in the −z direction.
However, when image states and/or conduction-band states
interact with the ion, electrons move rather slowly along the
+z direction. Further, since the minimum possible energy dif-
ferences between the ion level and the surface state and be-
tween the surface state and the top of the valence band are
rather small, electrons that propagate parallel to the surface
may have very small velocities. Hence, quadratic absorbers
sn=2d at the grid edges along the +z and ±x directions with
a large width of 100 ands=4.93310−6 were required.

The propagation over a 1D grid alongz—i.e., neglecting
the electronic motion parallel to the surface—does not yield
converged amplitudesAstd. This is because, in the absence of
decay continua, both the affinity level and(111) surface state
are degenerate with the band gap and become stationary
(with zero width). In practice, however, the FT of the 1D
amplitude always shows a very small and artificial width for
these states owing to absorptions at grid boundaries. For the
(100) surface state embedded in the valence band, on the
other hand, decay in thez direction is possible and, therefore,
even the 1D propagation shows a finite width of the corre-
sponding resonance. With these in mind, we calculated the
1D PDOS in order to provide the energies of all states, while
attributing physical meaning to the width of surface state
resonance for Cu(100) only.

C. Projectile trajectory

In Sec. III A (below), we keep the H− ion at a fixed dis-
tanceD from the surface and ignore the short-range repul-
sion between the projectile core and the surface. We include
this interaction in our calculations for the moving ion(Sec.
III B ). Sufficiently close to the surface the ion gradually de-
celerates in the normal direction along its incoming trajec-
tory, owing to the repulsive interaction between its core and
surface atoms. As a result, the normal velocitysvnord of the
ion becomes zero at the point of closest approachsDclsd. For
specular reflection, the ion regains its original normal veloc-
ity. For a given initial asymptotic kinetic energy and angle of
incidence, we simulate the classical ion trajectory by model-
ing the core-surface interaction via a plane-averaged
“Biersack-Ziegler” interatomic potentialUBZszd [36]. This
defines a distance of closest approach as a function of the
initial normal velocityvnor

in . (We have verified that the ion-
surface image interaction does not have any significant effect
on the trajectory.) For translationally invariant surfaces, the
parallel velocity of the ion along the trajectory remains con-
stant and equal to its asymptotic valuevpar

in . This invariance
ensures that the dynamics is free of any parallel velocity
effect. The ionic motion is then incorporated in the electronic
propagation by adding the translational phase corresponding
to vnor. This is done by multiplying the initial wave packet by
expf−isvnorz+vnor

2 t /2dg. We find the ionic survival probability
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long after the ion’s scattering from the surface as
limt→`uAstdu2. The initial ion position is taken as 50 a.u. from
the surface where the ion can be considered as free. Simi-
larly, when the reflected ion reaches a distance of 50 a.u.
from the surface, we assume that charge transfer has stopped.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Results for propagation with a fixed ion

The positions and widths of resonances in the PDOS, ob-
tained via propagation at fixed ion-surface distances, facili-
tate the explanation of charge transfer from a moving ion.
This is true not only for very slow(adiabatic) incident ions,
but also for ions with higher energies, since the projectile
normal velocity at close ion-surface distances becomes so
small that the transfer dynamics practically approximates
adiabatic conditions. Hence, we begin this section by de-
scribing, in fixed-ion approximation, the differences in
PDOS spectra that are due to different surface symmetries.

1. Projected density of states

Figure 2 shows the PDOS for the three typical values of
D=11, 5, and 1 for Cu(111). At D=11 [Fig. 2(a)], our 2D
results(solid curve) with and our 1D results(dashed curve)
without the parallel electronic motion included show dis-
cretized structures corresponding to the valence- and
conduction-band(bulk) states. The positions of the band
edges are very well reproduced. By including the free elec-
tronic motion in the surface plane, each of the local surface
and image states from Eqs.(1) and (2) becomes the bottom
of a continuum. While these bottoms do not shift as a result
of the localized perturbation exerted by the ion[16,37], new
resonances emerge from them which we denote as “surface-
state” and “image-state” resonances.

In Fig. 2(a), the affinity-level resonance(denoted as AL in
the figure) at −1.56 eV and the surface-state resonance(SS
in the figure) at −5.33 eV are present in both 1D and 2D
calculations, although the affinity level is shifted downward
from the unperturbed asymptotic affinity of −0.76 eV due to
the characteristic image interaction. As expected, the PDOS
[dash-dotted curve in Fig. 2(a)] for the interaction with free-
electron(jellium) Cu only shows the affinity level resonance.

For D=5 [Fig. 2(b)], the affinity level and the surface-
state resonance are present in both results, with and without
parallel motion, at −1.65 eV and −5.42 eV, respectively. The
width of the affinity level resonance, when including the par-
allel motion, is much larger than that in the case ofD=11.
The surface-state resonances from both 1D and 2D propaga-
tion move slightly closer to the valence band, while the 2D
result clearly shows larger widths. The peak for the jellium
case widens significantly at this position of the ion.

For very close ion-surface distance, atD=1 [Fig. 2(c)],
the 2D surface-state resonance becomes wider. The affinity-
level resonance narrows and moves very close to the conduc-
tion band. Small resonance structures(ISn in the figure) at
−0.77 eV,−0.22 eV, and −0.08 eV are due to the population
of, respectively, the first image state(barely in the band gap)
and the second and third image states, degenerate with the
conduction band[31].

Going from D=11 to D=1, while we note alterations in
the decay width of various resonances in the 2D calculation,
the grid-edge-absorption-induced 1D widths are extremely
small and largely unchanged as a function ofD. This indi-
cates that the Cu(111) surface with anL-band gap can effi-
ciently reflect electrons that try to tunnel in along the surface
normal. The populated states can only decay if the electron is
allowed to have a parallel degree of freedom.

To illustrate how the change in surface symmetry can alter
resulting PDOS features, we now look at Fig. 3, which de-
lineates our results for the interaction of H− with a Cu(100)
surface. At an ion-surface separation of 11[Fig. 3(a)], all
three curves exhibit affinity-level resonances around
−1.56 eV, with jellium prediction being largest in width. The
1D propagation result produces the lowest three image-state
resonances(again denoted as ISn in the figures). For the 2D
result, these image-state resonances are a little broader and
shift slightly from their positions in the 1D calculation.

Moving closer to the surface, atD=5 [Fig. 3(b)], the 2D
affinity-level resonance is much wider and shifted energeti-
cally upward compared with its 1D counterpart. The 2D
image-state resonances also get relatively broader. Interest-

FIG. 2. (Color online) Top panel: schematic of the Cu(111) band
structure(relative to the vacuum energy) as a function ofkpar show-
ing a surface state at −5.33 eV and the first image state at −0.82 eV
within the gap separating the valence and conduction bands:(a)
PDOS for D=11 a.u., (b) D=5 a.u., and (c) D=1 a.u. The
affinity-level, surface-state, andnth image-state resonances are de-
noted as AL, SS, and ISn, respectively.
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ingly, both our 1D and 2D calculations yield a wide bump
across the valence band with its peak position at −4.2 eV.
This resonance is due to the population of the surface state
that is degenerate with the valence band. The similarity be-
tween the widths of this resonance for 1D and 2D propaga-
tion clearly indicates a predominant decay of this state along
the surface normal through the valence band into the
Cu(100) bulk.

In Fig. 3(c), at D=1 a.u., the embedded surface-state
resonance becomes too wide to be identified, the 2D affinity-
level resonance becomes a lot narrower, and the image-state
resonances in both the 1D and 2D calculations are seen very
clearly but with different widths.

2. Surface confinement and electronic density profiles

The existence of a band gap in the direction normal to the
surface implies an electron reflectivity of the surface in this
direction. This feature is in stark contrast with the jellium
surface where the electron is capable of free penetration into
the bulk along the surface normal. This reflecting ability of
the Cu(111) band gap is so strong that itcan localize a sur-

face state, whose energy, therefore, falls inside the band gap
and whose wave function overlaps weakly with bulk states
along the surface normal[Fig. 1(a)]. The Cu(100) gap, on the
other hand, can certainly reflect electrons to build up the
population of its surface state, butcannot localize the state.
The surface state becomes embedded in the valence band of
Cu(100) [31] and, therefore, decays along the normal direc-
tion through its strong coupling with the bulk. This qualita-
tive difference in the surface reflectivity generates an extra
propensity for the Cu(111) surface to confine electrons along
z in its interaction with the ion as opposed to Cu(100).

Figure 4 illustrates the propagated 2D electron probability
densities uFsrW ,tdu2 for D=5 for both surfaces. After an
elapsed time of 70[Fig. 4(a)], two distinct and symmetric
nodes are formed atx, ±10 just outside the Cu(111) surface
(upper panel), while the formation of such nodes is very
weak for Cu(100) (lower panel). For Cu(111), this effect is a
direct consequence of the band-gap reflection. As soon as the
ion-surface interaction begins, the ion first populates the sur-
face state, which is free in the parallel direction. The parallel
momentum of the electronkpar

ss from this direct population is
determined by the excess energyEAL−ESS. For D=5 [see
Fig. 2(b)], EAL=−1.65 eV and ESS=−5.42 eV yield
kpar

ss ,0.53. Due to the surface-state interaction with the bulk,
some of the electrons leave the surface state to move further
towards the bulk. However, due to the localizing reflectivity
of the (111) band gap, these electrons cannot penetrate far
into the bulk and stay close to the surface with a parallel
momentumkpar

vb ,0.19 resulting from the difference between
ESSand the bottom of the band gap atEb=−5.93 eV. There-
fore, after a finite timet, the parallel component of the wave
packet near the(111) surface can be approximated as a linear
superposition of two momentum components of roughly
equal strength:

Fsx,td = cstdexpsikpar
ss xd + cstdexpsikpar

vb xd. s12d

Quantum interference produces an oscillation with wave
numberDk/2=ukpar

ss −kpar
vb u /2=0.17 in the resulting density:

uFsx,tdu2 = 4ucstdu2cos2
Dk

2
x. s13d

The corresponding de Broglie half-wavelengthl /2=p /Dk
=18.5 compares well with the distance between two nodes in
the upper panel of Fig. 4(a).

The ripples seen in both panels of Fig. 4(a) along the
normal direction inside the bulk are due to the population of
bulk states. While for Cu(111) the wave front has traveled up
to aboutz=−40 in the normal direction, for Cu(100) it has
moved further inward up to aboutz=−55, indicating a lesser
resistance against bulk penetration for Cu(100). A semicircu-
lar and faint blob beyondz=10 for Cu(111) represents a
weak population of the image states. Since the second and
higher image states are embedded in the conduction band of
Cu(111), they decay into the bulk, forming a weakly decay-
ing density flow whose tail is seen atz,−40. For Cu(100),
electron transfer to the first and second image states is seen
occurring with decreasing levels of population.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Top panel: schematic of the Cu(100) band
structure(relative to the vacuum energy) as a function ofkpar show-
ing first, second, and third image states at, respectively,
−0.58 eV,−0.18 eV, and −0.084 eV within the gap separating the
valence and conduction bands:(a) PDOS for D=11 a.u., (b)
D=5 a.u., and(c) D=1 a.u. The affinity-level andnth image-state
resonances are denoted as AL and ISn, respectively.
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The difference between Cu(111) and Cu(100) becomes
more pronounced att=255 [Fig. 4(b)]. A profound localiza-
tion of the density at the Cu(111) surface with the formation
of several nodes symmetrically along the surface is evident.
Again, the typical distance between two successive nodes is
in good agreement with our previous estimation of 18.5.
Each stack of nodes extends into the bulk up toz,−30,
which is roughly the penetration depth of the surface state
[see Fig. 1(a)]. For Cu(100), on the other hand, the high
density of the wave front inside the bulk is due to the strong
decay of its surface state in the normal direction. The locus
of either edge of the moving central wave front for Cu(100)
is more inclined towards the normal direction than for
Cu(111). This is due to the higher normal velocity of the
decaying electron in Cu(100).

To estimate the mean position of the wave packet in the
normal direction, we present the expectation value ofz, kzl,
as a function of the elapsed time in the bottom panel of Fig.
4. This figure quantifies the localization character of Cu(111)
by showing far less bulk penetration of the center of gravity
of the electron cloud. Att=70 corresponding to Fig. 4(a) for
Cu(111), kzl=−3.5, while kzl=−12 for Cu(100). At t=255
[Fig. 4(b)], it is −18 for Cu(111) and −69.5 for Cu(100).

3. Resonance energies and widths

Figure 5 for Cu(111) depicts the energy and width of vari-
ous resonances as a function ofD. At large distances, the
energy[Fig. 5(a)] of the 2D affinity-level resonance(solid

circles) is solely governed by the image interaction
,−1/s4Dd [Eq. (2d)], leading to good agreement with cor-
responding jellium results(opaque circles). However, mov-
ing below D=8, the situation drastically alters. While the
jellium result keeps moving lower in energy, the affinity-
level resonance deviates strongly and shifts upwards. An
avoided crossing between the affinity-level and surface-state
(solid squares) resonance develops at aboutD=6. As a result,
at smaller values ofD the affinity-level resonance moves
close to the image states(not shown) and the conduction
band, while the surface-state resonance shifts towards the
valence band. The same adiabatic repulsion of the two inter-
acting states occurs in our 1D propagation results(dashed
and dash-dotted lines). For comparison we also display in
Fig. 5(a) the affinity-level and surface-state resonance ener-
gies of Ref.[16]; the qualitative agreement is good.

A strong interaction between the distance-dependent
widths of the affinity-level and surface-state resonances of
Cu(111) is evident atDø8 when the electron has parallel
freedom[Fig. 5(b)]. This is the consequence of an indirect
coupling between the corresponding discrete quasistationary
states through the surface-state continuum. AtD,3, this in-
teraction weakens and the decay via the image states into the
metal conduction band becomes important, as Fig. 5(a) sug-
gests. The affinity-level resonance widths for Cu(111) are
smaller than the jellium predictions at large distances, since
in the jellium case no band gap exists and electrons can
decay in the normal direction.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Wave-
packet densities(in logarithmic
scale) for Cu(111) (upper panel)
and Cu(100) (lower panel) at
times 70 a.u.(a) and 255 a.u.(b).
The propagation is performed by
fixing the ion at D=5 a.u. The
surface position is indicated by a
vertical line z=0. The ion is situ-
ated at sx=0,z=Dd. Bottom
panel: the expectation value ofz
as a function of the elapsed time.
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Regarding the comparison of our calculated widths with
those in Ref.[16], a few comments are necessary. The real
decay continuum parallel to the surface is 2D(Cartesianx
and y directions in the surface plane). In Ref. [16] a 2D
continuum in the parallel direction is employed by adopting
a cylindrical coordinate frame. Since we use a 1D parallel
continuum instead, for appropriate comparison with our cal-
culated widths, we take one-half of the widths obtained in
Ref. [16]. This means that we assume equal decay rates
along the two continuum directions such that the added mo-
bility of the active electron along they direction will double
the present width to yield a full 3D result. We then find that
the width of our affinity-level resonance near Cu(111) is in
good agreement with Ref.[16] for Dù6 [Fig. 5(b)]. How-
ever, the dynamics at smallerD is sensitive to the details of
the potentials. Since the shape of the potential used in Ref.
[16] is somewhat different at the surface region than the one
considered here[Fig. 1(a)], the agreement belowD=6 wors-
ens for the affinity level. Stronger disagreement for the
surface-state resonance may also be attributed to the differ-
ence between the potentials in this work and Ref.[16], since
the structure of the surface state is far more delicately depen-
dent on the form of the potential at the interface.

In Fig. 6(a), the D-dependent energy of the affinity-level
and embedded surface-state resonances of Cu(100) also ex-
hibits a mutual repulsion belowD=8, both in 1D and 2D
calculations. Similar predictions for the embedded surface-

state resonance width for the 1D and 2D propagation in Fig.
6(b) imply that the overlap of this state with valence-band
states in the normal direction determines its lifetime. Be-
cause of its strong decay in thez direction, the width of the
Cu(100) surface-state resonance is much larger than that of
Cu(111) [Fig. 5(b)]. The increase in the width of the affinity-
level resonance with decreasingD indicates its strong inter-
action with the embedded surface state. Both 1D and 2D
results for the image-state resonance energies show little
variation inD, although the 2D resonances are repelled much
less strongly in energy[Fig. 6(a)].

In the following subsection we shall demonstrate that
these fixed-ion propagation results for resonant energies and
widths as a function of the ion-surface separation offer a
useful guideline to diagnose the results for ions moving
along a classical trajectory.

B. Results for propagation with a moving ion

As mentioned in the Introduction, our one-electron calcu-
lations do not enforce the Pauli exclusion principle. It
should, therefore, be borne in mind that all electronic states
of the two Cu surfaces energetically below the respective
Fermi energy are occupied in reality and are not available as
final states for the charge transfer. Two-electron mechanisms
that could allow for the simultaneous capture into and deple-
tion of an originally occupied substrate state are not included

FIG. 5. (Color online) Energies and widths of
various resonances as a function of the ion-
surface distance for H− near Cu(111).
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in our model. This limitation may not critically affect inter-
actions with Cu(100), whose surface state lies well above the
Fermi energys−5.62 eVd. The fact that our simulations allow
for neutralization into the surface state of Cu(111), which lies
below the Fermi energys−4.95 eVd, is an artifact of the ne-
glect of the “Pauli blocking.” Nevertheless, due to the strong
ion-surface coupling at close distances, the electron recapture
by the moving ion from the Cu(111) surface state is of course
a real effect and is included in the present formalism. Also,
in general, the neglect of Pauli blocking tends to increase the
neutralization of incident H− ions. Since this overneutraliza-
tion will induce further recapture, this deficiency in our cal-
culation is in part compensated. We thus expect that our
time-resolved studies contribute to the improved understand-
ing of charge transfer in surface interactions with negative
ions.

1. Ion-survival probabilities

We consider H− ions with an initial kinetic energy of 50
eV approaching the surface at various angles from an
asymptotic distance of 50 a.u. At this distance, the initially
occupied H− level overlaps with image states. Owing to the
improper initial conditions at the start of the propagation, the
initial wave packet artificially populates these states. How-
ever, we found by visualizing the wave-packet probability
density, that this loss is very small. The ions reflect specu-

larly from the surface. At each angle of incidence,Q, with
respect to the surface plane, the survival probability of the
ion is calculated.

Over the whole range ofQ considered, the H−-survival
probability for the Cu(111) surface exhibits an emphatic
minimum at aboutQmin=15° (0.05% survival) (Fig. 7). Be-
low this angle, the ion survival tends to show a sharp rise
with decreasingQ. However, moving aboveQmin, the sur-
vival probability gradually increases, reaching about 7.5% at
normal incidencesQ=90°d. Similarly, for Cu(100) too,
while the survival probability is 2.8% atQ=90°, a very weak
indication of a minimum occurs at aboutQmin=10°
(0.0003%). In general, the H− survival for Cu(111) is always
higher than for Cu(100). This difference increases on either
side ofQmin.

We now explain the dominant neutralization mechanism
above and belowQmin for both surfaces. For a given initial
kinetic energy of the projectile,vnor

in increases with the in-
crease ofQ. This has two direct consequences:(i) a decrease
in Dcls and(ii ) a reduction of the ion-surface effective inter-
action time(see Table I, where we define this quantity as the
total time the ion spends atDø10). The former enables the
ionic affinity level to move energetically closer to the metal
conduction band and/or the image states, leading to their
increased population by the ion. Our fixed-ion results[see
Figs. 5(a) and 6(a)] support this, since for the surface-
repelled slowly moving ion the adiabatic condition holds.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Energies and widths of
various resonances as a function of the ion-
surface distance for H− near Cu(100).
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The second consequence, on the other hand, decreases the
ion’s effective electron loss to the substrate states. For higher
values of Q the interaction-time effect becomes progres-
sively dominant. This is because the change in ensuingDcls
becomes so slow with increasingQ that its effect on the
dynamics remains largely unaltered for large values ofQ
(see the upperx axis in Fig. 7). Therefore, the largerQ, the
shorter is the interaction time, and consequently the higher is
the H− survival. This mechanism describes the monotoni-
cally increasing survival probability with increasingQ above
Qmin for both (111) and (100) surfaces. Conversely, below
Qmin, while the ion-surface interaction time increases(Table
I), the consequent increase inDcls is so rapid that the latter
becomes dominating.

We apply the time-energy uncertainty relation to ascertain
that the character of the main interactions is predominantly
adiabatic[39]. The interaction times listed in Table I are
much longer than the inverse of the energy gap at the
avoided crossings of surface-state and affinity-level reso-
nances for both Cu(111) [Fig. 5(a)] and Cu(100) [Fig. 6(a)].
Fixed-ion (adiabatic) results, therefore, provide useful in-
sights into understanding features of the H−-survival process.
It can be noted from Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) that thecombined
decay width of the affinity-level and surface-state resonances
is the largest at aboutD=4 and 5.5, respectively, for Cu(111)
and Cu(100). These values, being approximately equal to the

resultingDcls for u=15° and 10° incidence, respectively, jus-
tify the occurrence of corresponding survival minima at
these angles. As is also seen in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b), the re-
duction of thiscombinedwidth with increasingD explains
the increase in the survival probability with increasingDcls as
Q moves belowQmin.

The surface-localizing reflectivity of Cu(111) retains sig-
nificant electronic probability density close to the surface
and facilitates recapture by the ion. The comparability of
ion-surface interaction times(Table I) with adiabatic life-
times of the surface-state resonance ranging from a few hun-
dreds to 2500 points to the importance of this mechanism.
This recapture effect is responsible for the higher ion sur-
vival, in general, and the dramatic increase in the survival
belowQmin, in particular, for the Cu(111) surface(Fig. 7). In
a separate calculation we found that for more energetic
1-keV ions, the shorter interaction time enhances the impor-
tance of this effect[39].

Our modeling of the classical projectile trajectory based
on interatomic Biersack-Ziegler potentials(Sec. II C) is an
approximation and introduces uncertainties in determining
Dcls. In order to assess the influence of these uncertainties,
we compare in Fig. 8 survival probabilities for Cu(111) from
scaled potentials(a) UBZ+=1.23UBZ and (b) UBZ−=0.8
3UBZ with unscaled results of Fig. 7. Table II listsDcls as
determined by the trajectories. Quantitative differences be-
tween predictions of the trajectories are prominent at lower
angles. As expected, the position of survival minimumQmin
shifts to larger angles with the increase of interaction
strength at close distances. This confirms our conclusion that
Dcls is the major determinant of the mechanism belowQmin.
For larger angles, the ion-survival probability is rather insen-
sitive to the ±20% changes in the strength ofUBZ. This is
because the interaction time, which determines the survival
in this range, changes very little from one trajectory to an-

FIG. 7. (Color online) Survival probability of H− scattered from
Cu(111) and Cu(100) surfaces as a function of the incidence angle
with respect to the surface plane. The initial energy of H− is 50 eV.
Initial normal velocitiesvnor

in and distances of closest approach,
Dcls, are given along the upperx axis.

TABLE I. Ion-surface interaction timesT, as defined by the time
the ion spends atDø10 a.u., as a function of the angle of inci-
denceQ

Q sdegd 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

T sa.u.d 502 509 533 578 645 759 930 1244 1855

FIG. 8. (Color online) Survival probability of H− scattered from
the Cu(111) surface as a function of the incidence angle with re-
spect to the surface plane. Along with the result for Biersack-
Ziegler potential(as in Fig. 7), results for a scaled-up and a scaled-
down Biersack-Ziegler potentials are also shown. The initial energy
of H− is 50 eV.
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other for such slow ions. In general, the shape of the curves
being identical implies that the same physics of interaction
can be expected for a more accurate trajectory.

In order to visualize in further detail the mechanisms re-
sponsible for different ion survivals in collisions with the
Cu(111) and Cu(100) surface, we now examine some typical
“snapshots” of the wave-packet propagation.

2. Wave-packet diagnosis

Results for 60° ion incidence are displayed in Fig. 9. In
Fig. 9(a), for D=2.76, strong surface localization is evident
for Cu(111). The wave-packet spreads and clear nodal struc-
tures from the quantum interference(Sec. III A 2) emerge
symmetrically along the parallel direction outside the sur-
face. Since the populated surface state at this distance is
energetically close to the valence band[Fig. 5(a)], the
“beads” decay into the valence band by forming “jets.” Elec-
trons in the central jet have small parallel velocity. A steady
increase of the parallel velocity is evidenced going sym-
metrically away from the center in the parallel direction.

Note that from either edgesx= ±15d of the central bead ema-
nate several overlapping jets of slightly different parallel ve-
locity, forming a broad structure. The tangent of the average
angle, which each of these symmetric structures makes with
the surface, provides an estimate of the ratioknor/kpar
,0.62, whereknor is the electron normal velocity. In the
Cu(100) panel of the same figure the formation of nodal
structures is insignificant while very strong decay into the
valence band is dominant. A rather diffused distribution of
electrons appears inside the bulk on two symmetric decay
trails. This hints at the decay of the embedded surface state
of Cu(100) where the main decay trails appear closer to the
surface normal. The correspondingknor/kpar,1.25 roughly
indicates a normal decay velocity(relative to the parallel
decay velocity) twice as large as for Cu(111).

In Fig. 9(b), the ion arrives roughly at the distance of
closest approach, 0.5. Here the adiabatic energy position of
the affinity-level resonance moves very close to the conduc-
tion band of Cu(111) [Fig. 5(a)]. The shape of the wave-
packet density is dominated by a strong decay into the con-
duction band as well as by the subsequent population of the
image states(the bulging central structure on the vacuum
side of the projectile). For Cu(100), on the other hand, since
the affinity level decays only through image states[Fig.
6(a)], a stronger diffusion towards the vacuum occurs. The
remnants of the density from earlier decay into the bulk are
seen being absorbed at the grid edges while virtually no new
decay in the valence band is seen.

Figure 9(c) presents the electronic probability density at
D=6.59 on the outward excursion of the ion. For Cu(111), a

TABLE II. Distances of closest approach,Dcls, for unscaled and
scaled Biersack-Ziegler interaction potentials versusQ.

Qsdegd 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

Dcls
BZsa.u.d 0.16 0.18 0.26 0.42 0.67 1.07 1.75 3.00 5.69

Dcls
BZ+sa.u.d 0.32 0.35 0.44 0.60 0.87 1.31 2.03 3.33 6.08

Dcls
BZ−sa.u.d 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.21 0.44 0.81 1.44 2.61 5.22

FIG. 9. (Color online) Wave-
packet densities(in logarithmic
scale) for Cu(111) (upper panel)
and Cu(100) (lower panel) at
times −110 a.u(a), 20 a.u. (b),
and 180 a.u.(c), relative to the
time at which the point of closest
approach is reached. The ion ap-
proaches the surface at an angle of
60° with respect to the surface and
with an energy of 50 eV. Positions
sX,Dd are given in parentheses,
with X being relative to the point
of closest approach. Bottom
panel: the expectation value ofz
as a function of the parallel posi-
tion X of the ion along the trajec-
tory (shown).
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pronounced tendency of retaining density near the surface
results in the reformation of the nodes along the surface,
forming decay jets in the valence band. Subsequently, en-
hanced recapture by the projectile, leading to a high prob-
ability density near the projectile nucleus, occurs. The previ-
ously populated first image state(seen as a high-density
region up toz,15 in the vacuum) has spread in the surface
plane and is seen decaying via the conduction band into the
bulk. Higher image states appear as a faint outgoing blob
farther away from the surface as a result of their relatively
rapid decay into the degenerate conduction band. In contrast,
for Cu(100), the strongly populated first(up to z,15 a.u.)
and second image state evolve into the vacuum. This moves
the charge density away from the surface considerably reduc-
ing the recapture probability.

The bottom panel of Fig. 9 provides the normal position
kzl of the center of gravity of the wave packet as the ion
approaches the surface. At very large distances it roughly
coincides with the position of the ion, as expected. In the
interaction region the penetration into Cu(100) is much
higher, reaching about −30 nearDcls as opposed to −4 for
Cu(111).

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To conclude, we have demonstrated significant accumula-
tion of charge density near the surface during resonant neu-
tralization of H− near a model Cu(111) surface by directly
analyzing the evolution of the active electron’s wave packet.
In contradistinction, Cu(100) exhibits a very efficient elec-
tron decay channel through the metal valence band. The key
to this difference, as shown, is alocalizing reflectivity of the
(111) band gap along the surface normal. The image states
for both surfaces are populated by the ion at close distances.
However, the evolution and decay of these states are found to
be very different for Cu(111) and Cu(100). While for
Cu(111) the image states decay through the metal conduction

band, for Cu(100) they cause the charge density to move
away from the surface on the vacuum side. Consequently,
clear differences are seen between the neutralization rates of
H− scattered from Cu(111) and Cu(100) surfaces. The com-
peting influence of the ion-surface interaction time and the
distance of closest approach leads to a minimum in the ion-
survival probability as a function of the incidence angle.

We have restricted the active electron to move in the scat-
tering plane of the ion, thereby reducing the dimensionality
of the model surface from two to one. Nevertheless, we ex-
pect that the main characteristics of the charge-transfer pro-
cesses analyzed in this work are not affected by the reduction
of dimensionality. In a full 3D calculation, we expect the ion
neutralization rate to increase roughly by a factor of 2. In
recent 2D calculations for the neutralization of H− near
Ag(111), we found good agreement with experimental ion-
survival probabilities by including 3D effects merely through
an extra factor of 2 in(2D) transition rates[39]. Further, we
do not expect the inclusion of surface corrugations to alter
our main conclusions, since RCT is predominantly mediated
by transfer along the surface normal. However, such a real
3D potential will provide a more complete account of the
process by, for example, including the parallel velocity ef-
fects for grazing ion-surface scattering[9,38].

A more severe limitation of the present calculation is the
lack of a consistent inclusion of quantum statistical effects in
the one-electron frame. Proper accounting of level occupa-
tions and implementation of the Pauli exclusion principal
were beyond the scope of this work and constitute a formi-
dable future challenge.
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